
1) The crosswalk signals at Deglman Circle are ineffective. They either do not work at all or 

have an extreme delay which results in people crossing against the light. Can Public 

Safety look into this?  

The City of Omaha controls how long it takes for the cross walk lights to turn red for traffic after 

they turn green just like the cross walks downtown.  If the crosswalk has not been used for 

approximately  30 to 45 seconds it will turn yellow as soon as it is pressed.  If it was just red for 

traffic it waits for the minimum time before it will stop traffic again.  As I said this is set by the 

city and is based on traffic flow and to some degree time of day.  Creighton cannot reset the cross 

walk.  However, if one of the buttons does not appear to be working at all then we can call the 

city to have it repaired. 

 

John Baxter, Program Manager, Environmental Health & Safety 

 

2) Can we install a domed mirror for the corner of 21st and Cass? When leaving the top 

level of the Harper parking garage and turning onto Cass, it is impossible to see if cars 

are coming from either direction until you're halfway out into the street. The cars parked 

at the meters block the entire view.  

Public Safety and EH&S have both been to the intersection to review the problem.  Based on the 

intersection, the mirror would not be feasible.  In addition only the City of Omaha can decide to 

remove parking spaces from the north side of the street.  We have put in a request to the city to 

review the intersection and determine if the sightlines are adequate or not.  They were unsure of a 

completion date at the time of the request.  They will contact EH&S when they have made a 

determination and I will forward their response. 

John Baxter, Program Manager, Environmental Health & Safety 

 

 

3) Wondering why all of the TV's on the treadmills in the KFC fitness center do not work 

and why aren't the remotes kept on the appropriate machine?  

Awaiting response 

 

4) As an employee I am a little disheartened that myself and my colleagues are worried 

about our jobs due to the "Stewarding Our Resources" theme in the strategic plan. 

However, departments are allowed to spend large amounts of money on catering for 

department meetings and book clubs. Limiting food seems like a great way for the 

University to save money.  

Awaiting response- Submitted to Strategic Planning Process Feedback  

 

5) If CU is committed to being Partners in Mission with faculty and staff, how does 

continuously holding staff in a state of employment uncertainty (annual reduction in staff 

notices) assist in this call to partner? Are there not other creative approaches the Univ. 

might take to constrain spending, develop, or think outside the box when it comes to 



financial decisions as opposed to cutting the staff who probably live paycheck to 

paycheck already and desperately need his/her position? 

Awaiting response- Submitted to Strategic Planning Process Feedback  

 

6) During Founder's Week in February, an email was sent to staff and faculty on the 

Stewarding of Creighton's Resources, with emphasis on reduction of non-faculty, us, the 

staff. But there has been no other communication on what the staff reduction process is, 

what areas will be affected, etc. It has been almost 2 months since the staff reduction 

email. When can the staff expect communication and transparency of administration 

conversation on staff reduction process and issue?  

Awaiting response- Submitted to Strategic Planning Process Feedback  

 

7) The lower level door (on 24th St side) to the parking garage on 24th and Burt St. has 

frequently been open. The door does not seem to be properly latching unless shut 

manually. Can this please be fixed to ensure that the garage is secure?  

Awaiting response 

 

8) It was icy this morning and it appeared that there was no gravel or salt on the parking lot 

above the 20th street garage. It was extremely slick. Unfortunately, during two previous 

storms, I've also arrived to find the lot still untreated or not cleared. The sidewalks looked 

great and were well prepared - not slick at all. I'm just curious about the plan in place to 

treat and/or clear the parking lots.  

Awaiting response 

 

9) What are Creighton's plans, immediate and long term, for the recently purchased Buddy's 

Marina in Carter Lake, IA 

Awaiting response 

 

10) Just wondering why the Culligan water machines were removed from our office 

Kitchens? Was this a money saving measure?  

Awaiting response 

 

11) Wondering why the paper towel dispensers were removed from the restrooms in the 

lower level of the Reinert Library. The new air driers do not work, they blow cold air and 

don't actually dry your hands. There is a new automated purell machine outside the 

restrooms. I was told that was placed there because nobody washes their hands now due 

to the driers. Please bring back paper towels. They have been proven more sanitary than 

air driers.  

Awaiting response 

 



12) It's great that Creighton has merit raises to encourage excellent performance, but what 

about cost of living raises? When was the last cost of living raise and when can 

employees expect one? How does Creighton justify this?  

Awaiting response 

 

13)  How does Creighton determine the costs of its childcare and preschool center? Majority 

of the staff and student body cannot afford the current pricing structure.  

Awaiting response 

 


